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Highlights of 1961 

 
Skiing in Norway – March 1961 

 

   
 

Andy ‘Paddy’ O’Connell the Piper’s transport and view of Jorstadmoen 
 

 
 

    A Edwards - R ‘Vic’ Jaggard - C ‘Dutch’ Hollander - Joe Howell - Andy ’Paddy’ O’Connell 
 

John Sharman - Kapt Spilde - Maj Langdalen - Lt David Whitehead - Gordon ‘Jock’ Dixon 
 

  
 

Andy ‘Paddy’ O’Connell - Joe Howell - Gordon ‘Jock’ Dixon - ? - A Edwards 
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Courtney Park Newton Abbot – 12th May 1961 

 

 
 

Presentation of Pipe Banner and Charter by the Chairman of the Urban District Council Newton Abbot 
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The Newton Abbot Pipe Banner is now with the Newton Abbot Town and GWR Museum 
 

   
 

The Ashburton Pipe Banner is now in the Council Chambers of the Ashburton Town Hall 
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Presentation of the Princess Royal Banner – 19th July 1961 

 

 
 

Lt Col LHM Gregory MBE - Junior Pipe Major Bob Etherton - JSgt Joe Smith - Maj Gen L de M Thullier - The Princess Royal 
 

  
 

The Princess Royal Pipe Banner is now on display at the Royal Signals Museum at Blandford 
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SHAPE – 3rd August 1961 

 

 
 

Members of choir visited Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe near Paris 
 
 

Graduation Day – 9th August 1961 
 

Slim Squadron Output 
 

 
 

Rear: J Robertson - JLCpl Brian Davies - JSgt Mike ‘Ginge’ Fill - JLCpl Mike Hall - JSgt G Hardaker - JLCpl B Broadberry-Brooke - JLCpl P Kay 
 

A Scaife - JCpl Mick Willoughby - G Farmer - M Crowley - JSgt Jim Rodger 
 

Centre: S Gill - G White - JSSgt Donaldson  - JSgt Miles Stallard - J Lees - JLCpl Geoff ‘Harry’ Harrison - JCpl Jim Saunders - JLCpl Allan Dixon 
 

P Capon - JLCpl George Nuttall - JCpl R Williamson - R ‘Tich’ Cann 
 

Front: Sgt GA ‘Tash’ Avon - SSgt Sweeney - SSgt Hammond - WOII RJ Wombwell - Capt JM Hewson - JRSM Bernard ‘Bugs’ Bourgoise 
 

Maj Harry Rothwell - JSSM Ted Haslam - Capt David Whitehead - 2Lt LA Rowntree - SSgt DAW Nicholls - Sgt Geoff Young 
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October 1961 

 

  
 

First prize in the Army Arts and Crafts Exhibition – JSig D Forster and JSig J Lond 
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Extract from the Daily Express 
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Extract from the Sunday Pictorial 
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Graduation Day – 11th December 1961 

 

 
 

Output party march past 
 

 
 

JSgt Johnny Beaumont receives the Cobb Memorial Trophy of behalf of Kukri Troop 
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Slim Squadron Output 

 

 
 

Rear: Bill Hill - 2 - T ‘Smudge’ Smith - 4 - 5 - W Hindmarch - 7 - J Blakeborough 
 

Third: JSgt Bob Etherton - J Watkins - J Howell - Pete Booker - A Crowden - Bob McKay - A Needham 
C Jerram - 17 - Jimmy Sneddon 

 

Second: 19 - 20 - J Sullivan - Mike Boisse - Fred Songhurst - T Baker - J Skinner - John Smart - 27 - A Hollowell 
 

Front: SSgt GA ‘Tash’ Avon - 30 - 31 - 32 - JSSM JD Lycett - Maj Harry Rothwell - WOII SSM Wombwell - Capt David Whitehead - 37 - 38 - 39 - SSgt Sweeney 
 

 
 
Extract from the Junior Mercury – Dec 61 
 

AS IN THE BEGINNING – SO AT THE END 
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To have commanded the Gurkha Signals Regiment and the Junior Leaders Regiment during my Army career is to have enjoyed 
the most generous honours that the Royal Corps of Signals can bestow on any one of its officers. 
 
I spent twice as long with Gurkhas as with Junior Leaders, but the pattern of events in both regiments has been very similar.  I 
shall treasure most, I think, the privilege that fell to me of representing the Gurkhas and the Junior Leaders at St. James's Palace 
to receive from the hands of the Princess Royal, our Colonel-in-Chief, her Royal Banner, symbolizing in its heraldic bearings 
the ancient heritage, glory, and honour of a nation.  On the reverse side of the banner, in the case of the Gurkhas, is the figure of 
Mercury poised on a world under the Queen's Crown, protectively enclosed between two kukris, whose hilts rest 
appropriately on the words of the Corps motto: "Certo Cito."  The reverse side of the Junior Leaders banner depicts the 
Corps badge emblazoned over a large world and supported by a scroll with the words “LEADERSHIP IN THE CAUSE OF 
PEACE.” The banner with the Gurkhas started its journey from St. James's Palace and went to attend the Coronation of the 
present King of Nepal in Kathmandu, and has since travelled all over the Far East, before the admiring gaze of every Regiment 
of Royal Signals and of other Arms and Services in the Far East Land Forces.  The Banner of the Junior Leaders Regiment has 
toured Holland and Germany, visiting a large number of Royal Signals Regiments stationed there.  In Holland, it will be 
recollected, thousands of people saw its rich design and bright colours for the first time, and their admiration and cheers 
echoed down the long march into Nijmegen at the end of a hundred miles. 
 
I think of each banner as a kind of talisman, or charm, to which wonderful effects may yet be ascribed; for who can tell what 
great adventures lie ahead of them.  The very idea that such a great honour, so closely associated with our Royal Family, should 
be placed in the proud and trusted hands of Her Majesty's Gurkha soldiers and the Queen's Junior Leaders stirs my sense of 
romance; and soldiering, after all, is a romantic occupation.  To be present when a regimental flag is unfurled into the fresh 
morning air at the call of reveille; to stand still as it is lowered into the sunset at the sounding of retreat; to experience the thrill 
encased in a smart uniform; to know the joy of participating in a ceremonial parade; to hear the stirring notes of a Pibroch; to 
find your eyes going dim before the upsurge of warmth and emotional fervour as you salute the National Anthem remembering 
your Queen, is to share in the magic that has inspired soldiers ever since soldiering first began. These are the ingredients of 
which the heart of a true soldier is compounded.  Theories come and go, new weapons will appear on the battlefield – each more 
terrible and murderous than the last – but there are some things that will never change, and the need of them was never greater: 
COURAGE, FORTITUDE, UNSELFISHNESS, and HUMOUR.  All these are to be found in the heart of a soldier and, make 
no mistake, that heart is the same today as it was 100 years ago, and England owes much to its quality. 
It is this, more than anything else, that brought us safely and undefeated through two world wars, and it is this also that 
triumphed at Balaclava and drew the THIN RED LINE, in spite of such tremendous odds and even greater blunders.  The 
soldier who does not know and feel these things deeply, be he of the lowest or highest rank, had better hasten away and take his 
place on the benches of industry – as quickly as possible.  Every soldier is, or should be, potentially a knight in shining armour. 
 
What have I learned at Denbury?  Where am I going?  What advice, if any, have I to offer to those who follow? 
 
I have learned this:  TODAY matters most, and is something complete in itself.  To treat every day as a new challenge and to 
enter into it with a fresh mind, renewed enthusiasm, and a bold spirit is to employ the surest compass on the road to success.  A 
lifetime is made up of an endless succession of TODAYS and each one of them was once tomorrow and will soon be 
yesterday. 
 
As to where I am going, I am starting out on an initiative test to the East.  A personal adventure and an extension of what many 
of you have often done at Denbury.  Like you, I too will leave from Denbury – after a few months planning.  Like most of you, I 
hope to find my way back!  My headquarters will be located in a place familiar to all, in a small cottage on the Dart loaned to 
me by a friend.  My purpose is to try and introduce you to your generation in the Eastern Commonwealth; to our great friends 
and brothers-in-arms in India, Pakistan, and Malaya.  I shall also visit Nepal and Burma with the same object in mind, remem-
bering that Burma was once part of the Commonwealth and Nepal is one of our dearest and most loyal friends.  I have a feeling 
that the young people of the Commonwealth, upon whom so much of our future depends, do not know each other, and yet 
many of their fathers lie buried together on the battlefields of the world.  In some small way I would like to subscribe to their 
knowledge. 
 
When I return, after about a year, I hope to be able to tell you something of my journeys and the youth of all these countries; 
their way of life, their hopes, their ambitions, their feelings, and what they think of us, our country, and the Commonwealth. All 
this I shall attempt; to put before you. 
 
What advice have I to offer?  Nothing new, I'm afraid; only to repeat what I said when I took over command of the Regiment on 
1st May 1959 
 
“IF THERE IS ANYTHING MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE WILL TO SUCCEED IT IS THAT THE WILL SHALL 
NOT FALTER.” 
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Like many of you, I have thought about the future of Junior Leaders and their training in the Army.  I am not in a position to 
speak in general terms, or to make comments on the training of boys in the Army as a whole.  But it does to me seem a pity that 
we cannot finish with all unhealthy competition and rivalry between Junior Leaders Regiments, and limit such contests to the 
sports field, gymnasium and boxing ring.  Maybe one day the Junior Leaders Regiments will be Brigaded and become the 
acknowledged champions of teenagers, expressing their views and opinions in their own journal and newspaper – "THE 
JUNIOR LEADER," perhaps? Think of it:  Her Majesty's Own Junior Leaders Brigade.  All with a common badge and bound to 
a single allegiance, each regiment practising the art of leadership against a background of its own skills and requirements.  What 
a lead would this not give to the youth of our nation, too often criticized, so often unfairly?  In a special way you have the 
opportunity of playing host to a very large number of young people at Ten Tors every year.  Do not miss or misuse that 
opportunity. 
 
I ask you to remember the privileged position you occupy in relation to Newton Abbot, the frontier town to the Southwest.  
Remember also the remarkable fashion in which all the towns and villages that surround DENBURY have identified themselves 
with us and accepted us as an integral part of the community. The banners of NEWTON ABBOT (rural and urban areas), 
TOTNES, TORQUAY, PAIGNTON and ASHBURTON, the Denbury Cross presented by the people of BOVEY TRACEY 
and soon, perhaps, the COUNTY ARMS, are each a sufficient reminder of what I am saying.  You owe a special duty to 
South Devon, and it is one that you must never forget. 
 
Finally, I ask you to walk faithfully and fearlessly into the future with Denbury, and to secure those greater successes that lie 
ahead and will surely be ours if every one of you gives your complete support and confidence, as I do now, to my good friend 
and successor, Colonel Holifield. 
 
I wish you all the very best of luck.  I offer my thanks most sincerely to all parents and the friends of Denbury in South Devon, 
for their many kindnesses and for having given me so much help, advice, and encouragement.  I thank the officers, warrant 
officers, sergeants, military and civilian staff for their friendship and support and most of all, I thank you, Junior Leaders, for the 
best and last two and a half years of my service in the active regular army. 
 
A very happy Christmas, and God bless you all. 
 
Can you help with more photos? 
 


